
Introduction

The 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea ESL Lesson Plan introduces students to Jules

Verne's classic adventure novel, providing an engaging platform to improve

language skills through literature. This lesson plan aims to enhance students'

reading, comprehension, and vocabulary skills by immersing them in the

captivating world of Captain Nemo's underwater adventures aboard the Nautilus.

Through this topic, students will explore nautical terms and expressions while

delving into thrilling narratives and thought-provoking themes that will broaden

their language proficiency.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Submarine A watercraft capable of independent operation underwater.

Captain The person in charge of a ship or an aircraft.

Seafloor The bottom of a sea or ocean.

Mysterious Difficult or impossible to understand, explain, or identify.

Adventure An unusual and exciting, typically hazardous, experience or activity.

Contextual Usage

1. The submarine silently descended into the depths of the ocean.



2. The captain steered the ship through the rough waters.

3. They discovered a hidden treasure on the seafloor.

4. The mysterious creature lurked in the dark depths of the sea.

5. The adventure led them to uncharted territories and perilous encounters.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick-start the lesson on "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea," begin with an

interactive activity where students imagine themselves as crew members aboard

the Nautilus. Create a scenario where they encounter a mysterious sea creature

and have to describe it using nautical vocabulary learned in advance. This will not

only pique their interest but also encourage them to utilize the language elements

relevant to the novel, setting an adventurous tone for the lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Nautical Terms

To reinforce vocabulary, provide students with a list of nautical terms encountered

in "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea." Have them work in pairs to create sentences

using the terms. Encourage group discussions where each pair shares their

sentences and engages in a Q&A about their chosen vocabulary.

Listening Exercise: Sound of the Sea

Play audio clips of ocean sounds and ask students to close their eyes and imagine

being aboard the Nautilus. Afterward, engage them in discussions about the

emotions evoked by the sounds. This exercise can help improve listening skills

while fostering creativity.



Roleplay: Captain Nemo's Journal

Assign students different roles from the novel and have them create journal entries

from their character's perspective. Encourage them to use descriptive language

and reflect on pivotal events. Afterward, facilitate a roleplay session where they

present their entries to each other.

Reading and Writing: Character Analysis

Divide students into groups and assign each group a character from "20,000

Leagues Under the Sea." They should analyze their character's traits, motivations,

and actions, then collectively write a short narrative from that character's point of

view. This activity fosters critical thinking as well as reading and writing skills.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with writing a short creative piece set within the

world of "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea." They can choose to continue the story

from where it left off or create an original adventure featuring Captain Nemo and

the Nautilus. Encourage them to incorporate as many nautical terms and

descriptive language learned in class as possible. Additionally, students should

prepare a list of questions they have about the novel or its characters to discuss in

the next session.

Conclusion

Summary

Throughout this ESL lesson on "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea," students delved



into nautical vocabulary, engaged in immersive activities related to the novel's

themes and characters, and honed their language skills through creative exercises.

Reflection

As you reflect on this lesson, consider how exploring literature can enrich your

language development. How did dissecting the adventures of Captain Nemo and his

crew enhance your understanding of nautical terms and descriptive language?

Ponder how these skills can be applied to future readings and writing endeavors.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Engaging Learning Experience

Introducing "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" as an ESL learning topic provides a

captivating and immersive experience for students. The novel's adventurous

narrative and rich nautical vocabulary offer an exciting platform for language

development.

Cultural Exploration

Exploring literary works like "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" allows ESL students to

delve into different cultures and historical contexts, broadening their understanding

of the world while enhancing language skills.

Vocabulary Enrichment

The novel's setting on a submarine provides a unique opportunity for students to



learn specialized nautical terminology, expanding their vocabulary in a memorable

and enjoyable way.


